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dictionary is an important method of this category [7] . Fault dictionary is a collection of measurements of a network under different potential faults. The first step in this method is to anticipate most likely faults and include them in the dictionary. Usually catastrophic faults are chosen for this purpose. Small variations (soft faults) in components can not be detected using this procedure.
There are three important phases in the fault dictionary approach. In the first phase, a network is simulated for each of the anticipated faults excited by the chosen stimuli and the resulting responses are stored. Next phase is selection of test nodes. The last phase is fault isolation. At the time of testing the faulty circuit is excited by the same stimuli that are used in constructing the dictionary and measurements are made at the preselected node. They are compared with the values stored in the dictionary to identify the fault.
This paper deals with test node selection phase. Selection of test measurements is an important phase of the dictionary method. The measurements may be node voltages, branch currents, source currents, etc. Out of these, voltage measurements in general are easy, because testing with voltmeter can be done by just touching the points. It is assumed that measuring instruments do not load the circuit.
Test node selection problem is to select enough measurements to isolate a given set of faults. In practice, it may not be possible to make measurements at every point of the faulty network. For example, a node may not be accessible for voltage measurement. In such situations, it is necessary to check whether the remaining set of measurements is enough for fault isolation. Even if these measurements are able to isolate all faults, some of them may be redundant. These redundant measurements have to be removed, in order to avoid too many measurements on a faulty network during fault isolation.
Several methods are available in literature to select test nodes for dictionary approach. Varghese [1] proposed a heuristic method to find an optimum set of measurement nodes, using a performance index called "confidence level," determined by the way of using distance concepts. Complexity of this method was computed by Prasad and Pinjala [2] and shown to be O(kfn(f + n)) for a set of "" faults of a network having "n" nodes, where "" is the number of times the confidence level is calculated. This is evidently time consuming. Hochwald and Bastian [3] proposed the concept of ambiguity sets and developed logical rules to select test nodes. However, no formal procedure for selection of test nodes was highlighted by them. Lin and Elcherif [4] used these logical rules and proposed two heuristic procedures which involve computation of set theoretic intersections and hence it is time consuming. The time complexity of their first procedure is O(f 2 p 2 ) [5] and O(f 2 p) for their second procedure [2] . Prasad and Pinjala [2] proposed a method using hashing. Their method is fast, but finding good hashing functions is not easy. Freeman [6] suggested statistical interpretation to determine which measurement provides more information. Bandler and Salama [7] reviewed some of the above methods. All these methods were designed to generate a valid set, and not a minimal set.
Prasad and Pinjala [8] proposed a Boolean method for test node selection, which does not contain redundant nodes. Worst-case time complexity of this method is exponential. Prasad and Babu [9] suggested a method to obtain a minimal set using set theoretic intersections of ambiguity sets. This method is shown to have time complexity of O(f 2 (p + m)) for "p" examined nodes, "" final nodes selected for separating "" faults [5] . In this paper, several efficient techniques are introduced to generate valid sets and also to generate minimal sets. These methods also consider the integer coded ambiguity sets [4] of test nodes.
Strategies for inclusion of a node and a general approach to inclusion method algorithm are presented in the Section II. Strategies to exclude a node and a general approach to exclusion method algorithm are described in Section III. A new method is developed (Section IV) for test node selection, by transforming the problem of selection of test measurements into the well known "sorting" problem, in the computer science literature [10] , [11] . An efficient technique for selection of one minimal set using exclusion method is explained in Section V. In the next section, the effect of multiple measurements is briefly touchedupon. The results of this paper are summarized in the last section.
A. Definitions
Various terminology used are defined and nomenclature used in this paper are listed as follows.
Definitions:
• Fault: Any change in the value of a component with respect to its nominal value which can cause the failure of the whole circuit, (i.e., the performance of the circuit falls outside the design specifications) • Hard fault: Fault in which a component behaves like an open circuit or a short circuit.
• Accessible node: Node that is accessible to study the behavior of the network for fault diagnosis purpose, (i.e., it is possible to connect a stimulus or measuring instrument).
• Test node: Accessible node at which measurement is made for purposes of fault diagnosis.
• Valid set: Set of test nodes that can separate all given faults.
• Minimal set: Valid set whose proper subsets are not valid sets.
• Non-minimal set: Valid set whose proper subset may also be a valid set (or in other words a set of nodes, which may contain redundant nodes).
• Redundant node: If a set of test nodes is a valid set even after removal of a node r^, then node n^ is called a redundant node. [4] , and Prasad and Pinjala [2] fall into selection by inclusion category. A method presented by Prasad and Pinjala [2] falls into selection by exclusion category. In this paper, both methods are studied.
In the inclusion method measurements are selected and added to a test measurement set, starting from a null set, while in exclusion methods measurements are deleted. In this section, some new strategies for inclusion of a node and a generalized algorithm are presented.
A. Strategies for Inclusion
At any given stage, a measurement that has the best diagnosing capability will be the right candidate for inclusion into a test node set S n . Therefore, choosing such a measurement from initial set forms an important step of inclusion algorithm. Since the ambiguity sets contain information on faulty measurements of a circuit some parameter associated with them can give a measure of diagnosability of a test measurement.
Strategy 1:
• One such parameter used in many existing methods [2] - [4] is the number of ambiguity sets of a measurement. Here, a test measurement containing the maximum number of ambiguity sets is selected from the initial set.
In case of tie, any one of them is chosen at random.
New Strategies: Instead of number of ambiguity sets (Strategy 1) number of faults in an ambiguity set are considered in selecting a node for inclusion in the two new strategies, called Strategy-2 and Strategy-3 presented here. They are also based on heuristics. Since they make use of the number of faults in an ambiguity set, a node may be selected with better diagnosability leading to smaller valid sets in some cases. Denote N Fi j as the number of faults in an ambiguity set i for a test node j. Strategy-2, which is based upon a number of faults in an ambiguity set, is given below:
Strategy 2: The next strategy presented here uses the spread of faults in ambiguity sets of each node. The idea is to select a test node, for which faults are spread uniformly over all ambiguity sets. Spread of faults SJ is defined as the variance of faults over all ambiguity sets of a test node under consideration. Also define average number of faults per ambiguity set (A,-) as the ratio of total number of faults and the number of ambiguity sets for a test node "." The steps involved in this strategy is given below:
• Discard all nodes which have one ambiguity set • Calculate • "z" for node "j"
• Select a node n, with minimum SJ . In case of tie choose one among them. Example 1: Let the ambiguity sets of a circuit for different nodes be as shown in Fig. 1 . In all there are four test nodes and nine faulty conditions. Node n, contains four ambiguity sets, n 2 contains five such sets, and so on. One can easily verify that the following valid sets result by applying the above strategies: Strategy 1 : {n 2 , iii, n 3 , n 4 }; Strategy 3 : {n 4 , m, n 3 } Strategy 2 : {ni, n 4 , n 2 };
The example considered in this section clearly shows that Strategy 1, which is used in most of the existing methods, may not always give a small set, whereas the new Strategies 2 and 3 suggested in this work are likely to give better valid sets.
B. Inclusion Algorithm
Given a total set S t , nodes are included one by one into S n , using one of the strategies mentioned above. Inclusion of nodes can be stopped when the nodes in S n constitute a valid set.
A general algorithm for inclusion method is given below. Assume that the ambiguity sets are constructed from the test node measurements of a circuit.
Algorithm 1
Start with the total set S t . Initialize S n as null set.
Step 1: Select a test node from S t using any one of the strategies 1 to 3. Include it in S n .
Step 2:Check whether the selected test nodes are enough to diagnose the given set of faults. If yes, stop.
Else, go to Step 1.
The following example illustrates the algorithm. Example 2: Let the ambiguity sets of a circuit be as given in Fig. 2 . Consider Strategy 2 for selecting a test node. The intersection method [4] is used to verify, whether a valid set is generated or not.
According to Strategy 2 node rij is selected, which has a minimum number of faults in its biggest ambiguity set. This measure for all the nodes is given below:
Since node 114 has the lowest number of faults in its largest ambiguity set, it is chosen first for inclusion. Node ni is selected next. The intersection of ambiguity sets of 114 and ni are computed.
A 4 where B is a set of ambiguity sets with each set containing only one fault. Since n 2 and n 5 have equal (max(N Fi j)), n 2 is chosen arbitrarily. The intersections of ambiguity sets of all these nodes result in set B. Thus {114, n, n, n} forms a valid set.
Remark 1: In general inclusion methods are useful when the measurements available in total set S t are large compared to the number of measurements expected in a valid set.
Remark 2: Inclusion methods are not designed for generating minimal sets. This can be explained as follows. A node i^ is included in a test node set in the ith iteration, only for diagnosing the faults, which are not otherwise separated by the nodes that are already included (111, n 2 , • • •, iij-i). It can always happen that a node n^, included in the ith iteration, may be capable of diagnosing the faults separated by any of the nodes which are included till (i -l)th iteration, in addition to separating additional faults. This argument leads to a conclusion that in general inclusion methods are not designed to generate minimal sets. Methods for finding minimal sets are discussed in Section V.
Remark 3:
In the set S n , the last node n p is not redundant. This is true because in the inclusion method when the nodes iii, n 2 , • • •, %_ i are included in the set S n , there is at least one fault, which could not be isolated by these nodes. That is how the n p is included to isolate these additional faults.
III. EXCLUSION METHOD
Valid sets can also be generated by excluding unwanted nodes rather than including wanted ones. A method falling in this category was proposed by Prasad and Pinjala [2] . But using this approach no formal algorithm has been developed. In this section, three strategies for excluding a test node are proposed, and, a general approach to generate test measurements by exclusion is described.
A. Strategies for Exclusion
So far we have seen three different strategies for inclusion of a test node. The strategies for exclusion, mentioned below, also propose to apply the same concepts. The rule considered for exclusion of a node, will be exactly opposite to that of inclusion. For example, if one talks of number of ambiguity sets as a strategy, minimum number of ambiguity sets would be an appropriate rule for excluding a node, where as it is the maximum number of sets in case of inclusion (Strategy 1). The following three strategies are proposed for exclusion of a test node.
Strategy 4: Find a node having minimum number of ambiguity sets and exclude that node.
Strategy 5: Exclude a test node containing the largest number of faults, in its biggest ambiguity set. i.e. the node n, having (Max (Max (N Fi j)) ) is excluded.
Strategy 6: Exclude a node n, for which the spread of faults SJ over the ambiguity sets of the node rij is highest.
In any of the above strategies, in case of a tie, choose one among them arbitrarily.
Example 3: Consider once again the ambiguity sets shown in Fig. 1 . It can be easily shown that the following valid sets result by applying the above exclusion strategies: Strategy 1: {ni, n 2 , n 4 } Strategy 2: {iii, n 3 , n 4 } Strategy 3: {iii, n 3 , n 4 } The above three strategies give us a heuristic to exclude a node from the test set. A generalized procedure to exclude test nodes which are redundant from the initial set is given below:
B. Exclusion Algorithm
Assume that ambiguity sets are constructed for an initial set of test nodes S t .
Algorithm 2
Start with the initial set of test nodes S t .
Save a copy of S t in S n . Step 2: If the measurements in S n with exclusion of node rij are sufficient to diagnose all faults, delete rij permanently from S n .
Else, Put the node rij back into the set S n . Henceforth rij is not considered for exclusion.
Repeat above steps, till all nodes are examined.
Remark 4:
In Algorithm 2 the procedure presented for exclusion method expects that all nodes of S t are examined. However one can stop the exclusion process at any stage leaving some nodes unexamined. In Step 2, after deletion of a node it requires to be checked whether remaining nodes in the set can isolate all faults. The methods are suggested in Section V for doing this.
Remark 5: The exclusion methods generate a minimal set, if one examines all the nodes of the total set S t , for exclusion. Some new approaches to obtain minimal sets along with proofs are presented in the Section V.
Example 4: Consider the ambiguity sets shown in Fig. 2 . Let Strategy 5 be applied for the exclusion of a test node, i.e. exclude a node a, having largest (max (N Fi j) ). Start with S t = {iii, ii2, 113, 114, 115}-Max(Npij) for all five nodes of this example is listed below: i2) = 4; max(iypi 3 ) = 7; is) = 4.
Node 113 is excluded from S n , which is having the largest number of faults in its biggest ambiguity set. The intersections of ambiguity sets of nodes remaining in Sn are obtained. Since S n is still a valid set, 113 can be excluded permanently. n 2 is the next node to be excluded. At this stage the intersections result in B. Hence n 2 is also excluded permanently. Proceeding this way one can find that S n = {ni, n 4 , 115} results in a valid set. For the same example inclusion method results in a larger valid set{n 4 , 111, 112, 115}, whereas the exclusion method generates a valid set, which is the subset of this valid set.
IV. INCLUSION METHOD BY SORT
A new way of generating test nodes efficiently is presented in this section. This falls under inclusion category of test node selection. This method transforms the test node selection problem into a Sorting problem.
Lin and Elcherif [4] proposed an integer coded fault-wise table for fault isolation phase. For each fault, this code is generated from the numbers of ambiguity sets of each node of S t , in which the fault lies. Sorting method proposed here makes use of this code for the test node selection. The integer table can be looked upon as an array of "" elements. If all the elements of this array are different, it means that each fault has unique integer number. Hence all faults can be diagnosed. If an entry of this array repeats, it indicates that these faults can not be separated, with the set of test nodes used for making this array. Therefore, a set of test nodes is a valid set if only no integer repeats in the table.
The process of checking whether a number repeats or not can be done in many ways. One way is to compare every number with all other numbers in the table. This takes O(f 2 ). If p nodes are selected, the time complexity is O(f 2 p). A better approach is to arrange all numbers in ascending order by sorting. There exist several efficient sequential algorithms such as quick sort, heap sort etc. [10] , [11] with time complexity of O(f log /) for doing this. Once this is done, examining adjacent entries can check repetitions.
A method for test node selection, using this idea can be developed as follows: It falls under inclusion category.
The test nodes are selected from the set S t using any one of the three strategies 1 to 3. Initially S n is a null set. Denote T n as the table of fault-wise integer codes formed from the nodes of S n . When ever a node is included in S n , the table T n is constructed and treated as an array. Then its numbers are sorted in the ascending order. This array is checked for repetitions. Process of inclusion of nodes in S n stops, when there is no repetition of numbers. At any stage "" number of repetitions Nr, i are counted. If Nr, i is less than the previous iteration's Nr, i -1, then the node is included, otherwise it is discarded. Algorithm 3 does this.
Algorithm 3
Start with total set S t . Initialize S n as null set.
Step 1: Select a node n.j of S t , using any of the three strategies 1 to 3. Include it in S n .
Step 2: Form the list Ln with "" elements from the test nodes in S n .
Step 3: Check for the repetition of entries in the List Ln.
If there are no repetitions go to Step 5.
Step 4: If the number of repetitions of entries decreases after the inclusion of node "rij," go to Step 1.
Else, discard rij from S n and go to Step 1.
Step 5: Stop.
Theorem 1: The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(fplogf)
Proof:
Step 1 of the algorithm takes O (t) time to identify a test node for inclusion. In Step 2. the basic operation is in sorting of "" entries in the fault-wise list. This requires O(/log/) computation by the fastest sequential algorithm [10] , [11] . This is repeated "" times, where "" is the number of nodes examined.
Step-3 checks for the number of repetitions in a sorted list of length"/" This requires (/ -1) comparisons. It takes O(f) complexity. This step is repeated for all the examined nodes "." Thus the total time complexity is O(fp log f + tp + fp). In general / > t, and / > p. Thus second and third terms are negligible compared to the term. Hence the result.
• Effects of Word Length: The above algorithm assumes that no node has more than ten ambiguity sets. Further the number in a row does not require more than one word of memory space. In case, there are large number of ambiguity sets in a node, then one digit may not be sufficient to code these sets. In such cases we may have to allocate two or more digits to represent the ambiguity sets of a node. This increases the size of each entry in a row. Similarly if the number of nodes included in S n increases, then also the size of each entry of the table increases. Thus, assume in general that each row of the table fits into "" words of memory.
The table of A;-words is sorted word by word. This can be done systematically, starting from the most significant word(MSW) and moving toward the least significant word (LSW). If repetitions are found, while sorting the MS W, then proceed to sort the next MSW, only for those repeated entries. If there are no repetitions, it means that S n is a valid set. As one proceeds down toward LSW, the same process is repeated. But the sorting is done only for those entries for which repetitions occurred during the earlier MSW word sorting. This way it may take O(kfp log /) complexity. If k is small, then the complexity can still be close toO(/plog/). Example 5: Sorting method is illustrated with an active filter circuit example [9] . The filter circuit is shown in Fig. 3 .
The measurements at all nodes for different faulty conditions are obtained [9] . The input stimulus is 1 KHz, 4 V AC sine wave. The characteristic frequency of the filter is 1 KHz. F o is the nominal condition of the circuit, i*\ -i*i8 are different hard faults considered for the filter circuit. Ambiguity sets of all nodes are constructed [9] .
The fault-wise integer coded table [4] is presented in Table I .
Lets'* = {ni, ii2, 113, n4, n5, n6,117, n8, n9, 1110, nn}. Sn is obtained from Table I using Steps 1-2 of Algorithm 3. To start with S n is a null set. Nodes are selected from S t using Strategy 2. Number of faults in the largest ambiguity set of each node "" Node nn is chosen, since its N F9i u is the lowest compared to all other nodes. Since the integer codes of nn repeat, this node alone is not sufficient. Select ng as the next node. Each row of nu and n 8 taken together is treated as one integer. The resulting integers are sorted in ascending order. The entries of this list are not unique for each fault. Therefore node nu and ng are not enough, tig is selected as next node. The sorted list formed with the integers of these nodes {n, n, n} is not resulting in unique entries for each fault. More over the number of repetitions of entries in the ordered list also remains same as previous case. Therefore ris is not included in S n . Proceeding this way, a valid set S n is obtained with its nodes as {n, n, n, n, n, n x }. Integer table with these nodes is givenin Table II , where it can be seen that entries are not repeating.
V SELECTION OF MINIMAL SETS
Minimal sets are important to reduce the number of measurements for fault isolation and also to select test nodes keeping the accessibility requirements of various measurements. Ideally one would like to choose the smallest set. A minimal set with smallest number of test nodes is called "smallest minimal set." However it can be shown that the determination of a smallest set is not polynomial bound [4] . In view of this we study the problem of generating a minimal set. In this section a new method is proposed to generate a minimal set by employing sorting and node exclusion techniques.
A. Exclusion by Sort
Any one of the exclusion strategies 4-6, may be used in this method, to identify a test node for deletion. The following algorithm gives the steps involved in the sorting method to obtain a minimal set. Assume that the fault-wise integer coded Table T t for all test nodes "f' is constructed using the information on the number of ambiguity sets and their contents at all nodes. 0  0  1  1  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3   n5   0  3  0  1  6  0  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3 1  1  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3   n 2   0  0  0  1  3  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   n 3   0  0  0  1   3   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   n4   0  0  0  1  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3   n 5   0  3  0  1  6  0  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  5  6   n6   0  2  0  1  5  0  0  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3 Algorithm 4 5 TO is the minimal set to be generated.
Initially it is a null set. Let S t be the total set and T be the fault-wise Step 1: Delete a node from the set S using any one of the exclusion strategies 4-6.
Step 2: Sort the fault wise table T, with the remaining nodes of S.
Step 3: Check for repetition of entries in
T.
If there is no repetition, go to Step1. Else Retain the excluded node rii in 5. Also include rii in the set S m .
Step 4: Sort the table T m , with the nodes of set S m .
Step 5: If no repetition of entries are there in T m , go to Step 6. Else, go to Step1.
Step 6: Stop.
Theorem 2: S m is a minimal set
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Thus if the theorem is not true, let there be one or more nodes in the set S m , whose removal from it leaves a valid set. Let n» be one such node.
Consider the situation, when m is included in S m . By Algorithm 4, all nodes of S m belong to S. Also the set S had some other nodes, which are excluded from S, after n»is included in S m .
From the algorithm, it is evident that S is a valid set, before any node is excluded from it, as in Step 1. It means that S is a valid set, just before n» is excluded. Deletion of n» from S, leads to repetitions in the table T. (This is the reason for inclusion of m in S m ) If an entry in the table T repeats because of certain faults, corresponding entries in T m also repeat. This is true because, the entry in T m is formed from the nodes of S m , which are subsets of , at any time of Algorithm 4. It means, the set S is not a valid set, implying that S m is also not a valid set, which is a contradiction. This is true for all nodes in S m . Hence the result.
Theorem 3: The complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(fp log / + fm log /), for p examined nodes and m nodes of ninimal set.
Proof: Step1 of the algorithm takes O(t) time to exclude a node Vi from S t . In the second step, the table of "" faults is sorted. It takes O(f log /) to sort a table of"" entries. The Step 1 and Step 2 are repeated for all the "" nodes examined from S. Thus Step 1 and Step 2 take a total time of O(fp log f+pt).
In
Step 3, entries of T are examined for repetition. Since it requires "" comparisons to check for repetition, it takes O(f) time.
Step 4 is sorting of entries of table T m , which also requires O(f log /) time.
Step 5 checks for repetition of "" entries of T m . This requires O(f) comparisons. In the algorithm, Steps 1, 2 and 3 are computed for all the "" examined nodes, where as Steps 4 and 5 are done only for "" nodes included in the minimal set S m . Thus these Steps 1,2 and 3 takes 0(/p log/ + pt + fp)-
In general / > t. Therefore, the computation of the Steps 1, 2, and 3 is O(fpiogf) for large /. Steps 4 and 5 take (O(fm log / + /m)). This becomes O(fm log /), since (/mlog/) > fm, for large /. Thus the total complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(f(p + m) log /).
• Remark 8: Each row may take "" words here also as explained under inclusion by sort (Section IV). In such a case the complexity will increase to O(kfm log(/)). This can be shown by carrying out similar analysis.
Remark 9: The work done to examine p nodes in inclusion and exclusion classes of test measurement selection are not identical. This is clear from Theorems 2 and Theorem 3. In general the value of p is not the same in both the methods.
To get S m by exclusion method sorting has to be carried out (t -m) times. The same S m will be obtained in the inclusion method (provided they are identified properly) by carrying out "" sorts.
Therefore, if t = 2 m; both methods have the same worst case time complexity. t > 2 m; exclusion method takes more time. t < 2 m; exclusion method takes less time. Example 6: Consider the active filter circuit shown in Fig. 3 . Its fault-wise integer codes are given in Table I . Let Strategy 5 for test node selection be chosen to exclude a node from S t . Node nio is excluded from Table I and the integer codes are sorted (Table III) . Node n w is excluded since it has the largest number of faults in its biggest ambiguity set compared to all other nodes. Since no entry is repeating in this sorted table, nio is redundant. So it is not put in S m . In the nest node selection there is a tie among m, n 2 , n 3 and n 4 nodes. All these nodes have 14 faults in their biggest ambiguity sets. n x is chosen arbitrarily to exclude from S t . Following the steps of Algorithm 4 one can see that deletion of node ni results in the repetition of integer codes for faults i*\, F 3 and F o , F i4 . Thus ni is an essential node and hence is retained in the original set and also put in the set S m . The above procedure of exclusion from S t and inclusion in S m is repeated until the nodes included in the S m give a sorted table T m , with no repetitions of entries [ Table IV] . S m so obtained, is S m = {ni, n g , n 5 , nn}.
VI. FURTHER MINIMIZATION OF TEST NODES
The number of test nodes can be further reduced by using multiple measurements at the same node. For example measurements can be made at several frequencies. In such cases the algorithms can be used as follows:
There will be several integer coded tables now. For each node there is one integer coded table, where each column corresponds to a test frequency. There will be another integer coded table where each column is a test node. Inclusion and exclusion algorithms are first applied on the integer coded table of frequencies and frequencies are selected for each node. Each distinct number in a row is given an integer code starting from 1. These integer codes are then used to construct the integer coded table of test nodes and the techniques described above are applied on this table. This reduces the number of test nodes even further.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper efficient techniques are presented for the selection of valid sets as well as minimal sets of test nodes. Formal procedures are presented for test node selection using two approaches, viz., a) selection by inclusion and b) selection by exclusion.
Two new strategies are presented for inclusion of a test node. One of them is based on the number of faults in an ambiguity set, and the other uses variance of faults in an ambiguity set. It is demonstrated that these strategies result in smaller sets in some situations. Similar strategies can be used to exclude a node from a test set. It is shown that exclusion methods generate minimal sets, whereas it is not so, in general, with inclusion methods.
A new method is presented to obtain valid set where the test node selection problem is transformed into a sorting problem. It is shown that the work required in this method is O(fp log /). This is superior to those in the literature in some respects. Word length effects on the time complexity are studied. When the entries of fault-wise table require k -words of memory per fault the time complexity also increases k times. In general k is small. Therefore, the time required is still O(fplogf). An efficient technique is presented using sorting to generate minimal set, which require O(f(p + m) log /) time complexity.
